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Abstract

The present study was designed to test the mediation and pseudo

mediation hypotheses of third-stage facilitation in the B-A,B-C,A-C

response-equivalence and A-B,C-B,A-C stimulus-equivalence transfer

paradigms for retarded subjects. A-C learning in these paradigms was

compared to A-C learning in the B-A,D-C,A-C and A-B,C-D,A-C mediation

controls and the B-A,B-C,A-C and A-C,E-B,A-C pseudomediation controls.

Additionally, three control conditions were employed. One control
was tested for forward and backward recall immediately following
Stage 1 learning. Another was tested for forward and backward recall
immediately following Stage 2 learning. The third condition, a retro
active inhibition (RI) control, was tested for Stage 1 forward and
backward retention after a digit cancellation task performed during
an interval corresponding to the time spent on Stage 2 learning in

In the response equivalence paradigms (B-A),the transfer conditions.
pseudomediation theory was supported in that the mediation and
pseudomediation conditions did not differ significantly, whereas both
differed from the mediation control. The three A-B conditions did not
differ, thus supporting neither mediation nor pseudomediation theory.
Interpretations of the latter result centered on the possibility that
first-list B terms were not as well-uniearned as suggested by the data

iv



as a result of having been learned as responses in Stage 1 and 2
and/or were reinstated via backward association with C terms during
Stage 3 to provide associative interference. The unlearning data
indicated that while retardates unlearn significantly in both the
forward and backward directions, unlearning was significantly greater
for the backward association in the A-B.C-B paradigm and for the for
ward association in the B-A.B-C paradigm. Normal control subjects
showed significant unlearning only in the direction of the association

Retardate unlearning data both refute anproviding interference.
hypothesized retroactive inhibition deficit and support the pseudo
mediation theory.
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Introduction

Recent interest in verbal learning has focused on process vari

ables or strategies that subjects employ in learning paired-associates

(PA) lists. Investigators no longer view PA learning as passive, sti
mulus-response, rote memorization. Instead, PA learning is seen as a
task in which subjects actively select strategies such as employing
mnemonic devices, imagery, cue selection, verbal mediation, unlearning,
and backward associations (Battig, 1968; Baumeister & Kellas, 1971).
Moreover, there is an increasing awareness of the significance of medi
ation and its role in the learning of mentally retarded children.

Interest in verbal mediation in the retarded stems partly from
findings or poorer discrimination learning of retardates compared to
normal MA controls, a deficit sometimes attributed to an inability to

Others have concluded
that a basic PA learning deficit exists for retardates relative to MA
controls (Denny, 1963). This deficit has also been attributed by
some authors to the retarded subjects' inefficient use of mediators

Additionally, in terms of an applied viewpoint,(e.g., Lipman, 1963).
the results of mediation research have implications for the development
of educational techniques geared to specific limitations of the men-

is some evidence for a retroactive-inhibition (RI) deficit in retar
dates (Gladis, 1960; Kirk & Johnson, 1972; Koppenaal, Krull, & Katz,

1

tally retarded (Borkowski & Johnson, 1968).
In addition to the possibility of a mediation deficiency, there

use verbal mediators (Borkowski & Johnson, 1968).
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1964). An RI deficit has direct implication for the mediation defi
ciency hypothesis, especially in view of the pseudomediation expla-

These
authors attributed facilitation effects to decreased interference in

Stage 3 learning due to the unlearning of first-list associations. In
the typical mediation control (A-B, D-C, A-C) first-list associations
are not unlearned and are thus available in Stage 3 to provide inter
ference to retard learning relative to the mediation condition. An
inability to inhibit first-list associations in the mediation paradigm
implies that first-list associations are not unlearned but are present
to interfere with learning Stage 3.

unlearning, if unlearning takes place.
associations have been shown to play an important role in mediation
in general (McCormack, 1961; Storms, 1958) as well as in certain of
the three-stage mediation paradigms (Martin, 1965) described by Horton
and Kjeldergaard (1961). This is especially true for the acquired-
stimulus equivalence (A-B, C-B, A-C) and acquired-response equivalence
(B-A, B-C, A-C) paradigms. Mediation effects due to backward associa
tions are often as large as when the forward association yields the
mediating component (Murdock, 1958). Results of studies of the un
learning process have indicated an interaction of directionality and
meaningfulness of the materials employed. In general, when lists of
low meaningfulness are employed, first-list associations are unlearned
in one direction, i.e., when the forward association provides inter

nation of mediated facilitation in three-stage transfer paradigms 
(Earhard & Earhard, 1967; 1968; Earhard & Mandler, 1965).

A different, but equally important, factor is the direction of
For adult subjects, backward
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ference in Stage 2, the forward association is unlearned. When the
backward association interferes, it is unlearned. With highly meaning
ful materials, however, unlearning is bidirectional. The implication
for mediation deficiency theory is clear: if retardates unlearned in
both directions simultaneously, the associations would not be avail
able in Stage 3 to produce mediated facilitation.

The conclusion that may be drawn from a number of studies of
backward learning is that retardates learn reverse associations to a
high degree of forward strength in a manner not dissimilar to that for
adults and normal children. No investigation has been conducted to

Moreover, the available researchdetermine the direction of unlearning.
gives no clear indication that retardates use backward associations as

The need to relate themediators in three-stage mediation paradigms.
possibilities of RI and unlearning deficits to mediation deficiency re
search is apparent.



Review of the Literature

Backward Learning in Retardates
The existence in paired-associate learning tasks of backward

associations, where subjects are able to produce stimulus terms when
presented with response terms as stimuli, is well-established in
the verbal learning literature for adult subjects (e.g., Ekstrand,
1966) as well as for normal children and retardates. Moreover, the
backward learning process appears to be fundamentally no different
for adults, children, and retardates; i.e., bidirectional learning
is apparently a general phenomenon that occurs over a wide range of
human development (Baumeister & Kell as, 1971). For this reason, only
studies of backward learning in retardates will be discussed, although
some of the studies will include normal subjects for comparative pur
poses .

Logan, Prehm,- and Drew (1968) studied bidirectional learning in
Subjects learned either of twoboth normal and retarded children.

PA lists consisting of high association value or low association
value pairs taken from the Palermo-Jenkins (1964) norms. Half the
subjects within each group were tested at the end of original learning
for forward recall while the other half were given a backward recall

In the latter case, recall was tested by presenting only thetest.
Recall was tested bothresponse terms and requiring stimulus recall.

immediately after original learning and 24 hours later. Analysis of

4
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covariance was employed on the recall data with criterion on original
learning as the covariate. The dependent variate was mean correct re
call responses. With immediate recall, neither the interaction nor the
main effect was significant, indicating perfect associative symmetry
for both normals and retardates for high and low association value pairs.
Analysis of the 24-hour data revealed superior mean recall perfor
mance for normal subjects but no interaction effects or main effects of
association value and forward or backward recall. The authors con
cluded that their data provided support for the associative symmetry
hypothesis. As others have pointed out, however (Baumeister, Kellas,
& Gordon, 1970), Logan et al. used unusual methodological and statis
tical procedures that render their data difficult to interpret. The
covariate, original learning, was itself affected by the treatment
procedures.

Other recent studies of the development of backward associations
in retardates and children consist of a series of studies by Baumeister

The first study (Baumeister, Kellas, & Gordon,and his associates.
1970) reported two investigations, one of which involved a conventional
unmixed-list transfer design and the other a mixed-list procedure simi
lar to that used by Palermo (1961). The same materials consisting of
pictures of highly familar objects were utilized in both studies. In
Experiment I, retardates and normal subjects learned an A-B list con
sisting of six items and were transferred to one of three different

A-B.B-A, and C-D. A control conditionsix-item transfer conditions:
designed to assess stimulus and response availability prior to transfer

This consisted of two groups, one retarded and onewas also included.
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normal, who learned the A-B list to the same criterion as the other

groups and were given a free-recall test of the originally learned

pictures.

strength in relation to differential stimulus and response availability.

An analysis of the results revealed no significant differences

between normals and retardates on trials-to-criterion and errors on

the A-B list learned as List I. Performance on the first transfer

trial in the A-B and B-A groups was used as a measure of backward

Backward association strengths, were 80 and 73 percentassociation.
for the normals and retardates, respectively. An adjustment in back
ward learning via a formula developed by the authors to take into
account differences between stimulus and response availability and
post-criterion drop produced only slight changes in backward strength.
An additional finding of interest was a relatively high correlation
between first-list learning and backward recall as well as between
first-list item difficulty and backward learning.

The second experiment reported by Baumeister, Kellas, and Gordon
(1970) employed a design in which subjects learned an A-B list to a cri
terion of one errorless trial and were then required to learn a second
list consisting of six pairs, two of which were forward (A-B), two were
backward (B-A), and two control (C-D) items. Again, there were no dif
ferences between normal and retarded subjects in original learning. Nor
mal children's backward recall on the first transfer trial was 90% of

Backward recall for the retardates, however, was only 66% offorward.

This control has been deemed necessary (Baumeister et al, 
1970; Ekstrand, 1966) in order to evaluate backward association
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forward recall, indicating a relative deficiency on the part of retar-
dardates under conditions of, and possibly unique to, a mixed-list
design.

The first study in the series was designed to evaluate the
development of backward associations during the course of forward
learning.
gradually acquired or learned only after thorough learning in the

forward direction. Normal children and retarded subjects learned an

eight-item list composed from the picture pairs used by Baumeister,

Kellas, and Gordon (1970) in an earlier study. Prior to PA learning,

subjects were required to learn to recall all 16 pictures in a free

learning task to a criterion of one errorless trial to increase the

Experimental groups differed only in theavailability of the items.

numbers of forward learning trials received prior to a test for for-

One group each achieved a criterion ofward and backward recall.

either one trial, three trials, five trials, or two errorless trials.

Analysis of variance applied to the forward and backward recall data

indicated that there was significant improvement in both forward and

backward recall as learning progressed and that forward recall was

Moreover, there was an interaction insuperior to backward recall.

volving trial condition, direction of recall, and intelligence, result

ing mainly from the relatively poor backward learning by the retardates

With respect to backward associativein the Trial 5 condition.

strength, there was substantial backward learning under all conditions,

The basic question was whether backward associations were

Two additional studies were reported by Baumeister and Campbell 

(1971).
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ranging in degree from 77% to 100%, with no differences between intel
ligence groups.

learning was associated with poor backward recall even though a common
nor-

The same materials were employed in a second experiment reported by

Baumeister and Campbell (1971). Normal and retarded children learned

the 16 items in the same manner as before. The experimental group

learned the eight-item PA list bidirectionally (A-B, B-A) to a criterion

of two consecutive errorless trials. On each trial after the first, the

order of presentation was reversed in relation to the previous trial.

Two other groups learned the same list in only the forward direction.

One of these groups was transferred to B-A learning while the other

served as a control from which a measure of forward post-criterion drop

was obtained. Both intelligence groups learned the unidirectional list
more rapidly than the bidirectional list. An additional analysis indi
cated that it took subjects approximately the same number of trials to
learn the A-B list and then the B-A (transfer) list as it took to learn

Another measure of backward association wasthe bidirectional list.
also available; that is, comparison of the first-trial transfer of the

This comparison yielded evidence for a slight, butcontrol groups.
significant, advantage for forward learning. The difference, however,

The authors concluded that normalwas not great in absolute terms.
children and retardates displayed as much backward learning as adults
in relative terms.

Correlations between original learning rate and back
ward recall were substantial, indicating that a slow rate of forward

associative process underlies both forward and backward learning in 
mal children and retardates.
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ward associative strength in the PA learning of normal and mildly re-
tarded children.

A-B task. One of the groups was transferred to a B-A task while the
other received a list which consisted of the B-A items repaired (B-Ar).
Contrasting the results of the two paradigms reveals the degree of
associative strength in the backward direction, i.e., the stronger the
backward associative strength, the greater the difference between B-A
and B-Ar). A C-D group consisting of new items was added as a control.
The lists consisted of six items which were pairs of highly meaningful,
concrete pairs of objects. Both B-A groups showed positive transfer

The B-Ar groups showed substantial negative transferrelative to C-D.
The authors concluded that backward associations from theeffects.

first list were not differentially available to normals and retardates
Moreover, the absence of an interaction between type ofin transfer.

paradigm and subject classification with correct responses as the mea
sure suggested that backward associations developed to the same
associative strength.

In summary, then, while backward associative strength is typically

slightly lower than forward strength, reverse associations do obtain to

high degree of forward strength, for retardates as well as normal chil-a
Obviously, then, at the end of Stage 1 learning in a mediationdren.

paradigm, backward associations have been learned and are available as
potential mediators.

The design, which is one that was used originally by
Weiss (1965), involved training two groups to the same criterion on an

Three transfer paradigms were employed by Borkowski, McGrath, and
Doyle (1969) to determine the existence of relative differences in back-
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Mediation in Retardates

Before describing the mediational abilities of the retarded the
methods used to investigate mediation and types of mediation defi
ciency will be discussed. With regard to the latter, Borkowski and
Wanschurra (in press), have described three types of mediation defi
ciencies: production, control, and mediational. A production defi
ciency exists when the mediator does not obtain or is not produced

by the subject (Flavell, Beach, & Chinsky, 1966). A control deficiency
occurs when the mediating event is available but is not employed by the
subject. Mediation deficiency, as a term, is used as a general label

for those instances of a failure to mediate as a result of either con

trol or production deficiencies (Borkowski & Wanschurra, in press).

Moreover, there appear to be developmental stages with respect to
mediation deficiency (Kendler, 1972). In the early stage both produc-

As children advance to the agestion and control deficiencies occur.
between five and nine, control deficiencies decline rapidly but produc-

At around nine or 10, control deficienciestion deficiencies remain.
are eliminated and production deficiencies begin to drop out.

In general, support for a mediation deficiency hypothesis in ver
bal learning has come from studies designed to investigate explicit or

Subjects in these experiments are expected tosyntactical mediation.
employ sentences as mediators, constructed by imposing a verbal relation
ship between the stimulus and response in a PA task (e.g., The fish
swims through the window.). The mediating sentences may be supplied by
the experimenter or generated by the subject, either on his own or in

Retardates and very young children generally tend to make usefences.
response to the experimenter's instructions to make up mediating sen-
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of these mediating links only if they are provided by the experimenter.

provide and employ spontaneously generated mediators.
Evidence contrary to a mediational deficiency emerges when the

results of studies of three-stage mediational paradigms are considered.
In these paradigms three PA lists are presented, one after the other,
with the stimulus and response terms of the first two lists arranged
in such a manner as to facilitate or retard learning of the third list.
The paradigm investigated most often has been the forward chaining para
digm A-B, B-C, A-C in which A-C facilitation occurs as a result of the
association of both the A and C terms with the term B in the previous
two stages so that A elicits B implicitly which, in turn, elicits C,
i.e., A— (B)— C. Facilitation is indicated when A-C learning in the

mediation paradigm is superior to A-C learning in a control paradigm

(A-B, D-C, A-C) in which the A and C terms were not associated with B

In terms of the Borkowski and Wanschura (in press)in this manner.

analysis of mediation deficiency, if retardates failed to mediate in

have been made highly available through the experimental procedure.

The results of studies which have em-Forward Mediation Studies.

Some of the studies also employed normal children.B-C, A-C paradigm.

They experience difficulty when they are expected to generate their own 
mediators spontaneously.' Moreover, older children tend to be able to

three-stage mediation paradigms, the deficiency may be attributed to 
failure to employ the mediators (control deficiency) since the mediators

ployed three-stage paradigms have not supported a mediation deficiency 
hypothesis in the mentally retarded. For the most part, these studies 
have involved forward chaining paradigms, almost exclusively, the A-B,
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The A-B,

be reflected in the mediation process. The PA lists employed consisted
of odd arabic numerals, even arabic numerals, pictures of common ob
jects, and hexagons of various colors. These stimuli were arranged to
conform to the paradigm A-B, B-C, A-C with X-B, B-C, A-C as a control.
In List 1, the stimulus terms for the mediation group were odd numbers
while the control group received the even numbers as stimuli. Responses
for both groups were pictures of common objects. Both normals and

retardates showed facilitation effects due to mediation. Normals, how

ever, learned the experimental list significantly more quickly and made

fewer errors than did the retardates.

Another study involving both normals and retardates was that of

These authors used the chaining paradigmBorkowski and Johnson (1968).

A-B, B-C, A-C with the typical A-B, D-C, A-C control to test mediation

in institutionalized retardes as well as normal children. A third group
consisted of a CA control group of junior high school students. The
authors pointed out that the materials used for the learning tasks were
constructed to insure that potential mediators in List 3 would be highly
available (strong first- and second-list associations). Moreover, List
3 was designed in such a way that mediation would be the most efficient

To meet these criteria, highly associatedmethod for learning the list.

B-C, A-C paradigm was employed with the predictions that both types of 
subjects would be capable of mediation and that IQ differences would not

Berkson and Cantor (1960) were among those making comparisons by 
studying the mediational abilities of normal children between the ages 
of 9 and 12 with IQs between 86 and 115 as well as mentally retarded 
children of the same age range with IQs between 55 and 85.
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object-pictures were used as A and B terms with colors as C terms. The
colors were highly associated with B terms but not with A. D terms in
the control conditions were pictures of objects which were not
associated with A or B but highly associated with C. The results of

a function of subject classification. The interaction between type of
subject and paradigm was not significant. The performance of the CA

group equalled that of the MA group (normals) and both were superior

to the retardates on the control conditions. There were no differences

between the retardates and the MA-matched group on the mediation lists

but the CA group performed at a significantly higher level than both of

these groups. Further analysis of the retardate data revealed that the
beneficial effects of mediation were not related to intelligence level
within the retarded group.

A three-part series of investigations of the mediation deficiency
hypothesis was reported by Penney and his associates. The first study
reported was conducted by Penney, Seims, and Peters (1968) who employed
the A-B, B-C, A-C and A-B, D-C, A-C paradigms. The subjects were re
tarded children with mean IQ of 61 and normal children with the same
mean MA as the retarded children and a mean IQ of 99.2. Retardates did
not show faster learning on the mediation pairs relative to the control
pairs whereas the normal children did. When the anticipation interval
of List 3 was increased from 6 to 12 seconds, however, mediation was
enhanced for the retardates but not for the normals. Interestingly,
mediation did not occur for normals at the 12 second interval. The
authors hypothesized that the retardates' mediational process was

the study revealed no significant differences on the first two lists as
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slower and took a longer time to "run-off." The data were interpreted
as support for mediation deficiency.

dates, specifically the effect of learning set.

A

control treatment for non-specific transfer was included. This condi

tion required subjects to respond to an operant task in which the per
centage of reinforcement was equal to the reinforcement given to the
learning-set group. The subjects were those retardates used in the

earlier study and, again, the same paradigms were used. The learning

set treatment involved 50 six-trial simultaneous discrimination problems

presented to subjects two weeks after a pretest for mediation. The

learning-set stimuli were different from those to be used in the media-
Analysis of the number of correct responses in the firsttion phase.

six trials and the number of trials to reach one correct response re
vealed a significant interaction between mediation condition and

Those retardates who received the learning-setlearning-set condition.
treatment had a higher mediation score than those who received operant

Analysis of pre- and post-test measures of mediation indi-training.

cated a significant interaction supporting the hypothesis that learning

mine the effect of length of institutionalization on the mediational

The study involved two groups of subject:performance of the retarded.

set training enhanced retardate mediation.

A third study was designed by Penney and Willows (1970) to deter-

The purpose of this study was to identify factors 

other than anticipation interval that might enhance mediation for retar-

The authors employed a 

learning set treatment between a pretest and posttest of mediation.

The second study of the series was reported by Penney, Peters, 
and Willows (1968)'.
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a short-term group who had been institutionalized from five months to
two years and a longer-term group which had been in the institution
from approximately three to ten years. The same paradigm and design
as described earlier were employed. An analysis of the number of
trials to reach one correct response for each pair yielded a signifi
cant effect indicating that the greater the length of institutionali
zation, the more mediated facilitation. Mediation effects were
apparently significant for both groups of subjects.

Gallagher (1969) used the A-B, B-C, A-C paradigm with normal and
retarded children. The first two stages were inferred from normative
data and only A-C or A-D was actually learned. The study was designed
specifically to test the influence of association value as an inferred
mediator between non-associated A-C word pairs, i.e., according to
norms, A and B and B and C were associated but A and C were not. A-C
learning should be faster than A-D where the associative links of A-B

A mixed-list design was used with each sub-and B-C are not available.
ject learning six pairs, two of high, two of low, and two of zero

Normals learned the list faster than retardates.association value.
Moreover, both high and low free-association value pairs were learned

in studying retardates' mediational performance with the A-B, B-C, A-C
paradigm at controlled quantitative levels of free-association strength.

A-B,

a
tai FAS of the A-B pairs was 30% and the C terms of the B-C and A-C

significantly more easily than controls.
This line of research was carried a step further by Blouke (1971)

Assuming A-B from normative data, he included three conditions:
D-C, A-C control, A-B, B-C, A-C mediation, and A-B, B-C, A-E which was 

control for pseudomediation (to be discussed below). Pre-experimen-
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stages measured 0% FAS with A and B. An analysis of variance of mean

errors revealed no significant differences among conditions. An analy

sis of the first five trials with trials as a within-subjects variable

showed a significant effect of Group and Trials as well as a significant

interaction. Further analysis indicated significantly faster learning
for the A-B, B-C, A-C group on the first two trials with no difference

The mediation condition was significantly different fromby trial 3.

the A-E control only on the first trial. A second experiment which was

identical to the first except that FAS of A-B was only 1% was also re

ported with similar results.

Two additional studies involving retardates, but not normal chil

dren, were reported by Borkowski and his associates. In both studies

The earlier study, conductedthe A-B, B-C, A-C paradigm was employed.

by Borkowski, Ahearn, and Pearson (1969), was designed to assess retar

dates' ability to store and utilize mediators with primary emphasis on

possible differences between three temporal intervals following the

30 seconds, 20 minutes, and 24 hours. A con-learning of A-B and B-C:
trol group learned A-C 30 seconds after learning A-B and D-C. The
materials were common pictures similar to those used by Borkowski and

No evidence for a mediation deficiency was indicatedJohnson (1968).
in the mediation condition was significantly superioras A-C learning

The three mediation goups did notin the control.to A-C learning
differ significantly, although statistical significance was approached.

The overall mediation effect was small, with the average superiority

of about one item.
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Materials were
similar to those of the earlier study except that words instead of
pictures were employed. The procedures called for two mediational
sessions two weeks apart to assess the effects of prior mediational
experience on a new three-stage task. The materials in the second
task were more difficult than those in the first. The mediation
condition showed superiority relative to the control group in terms
of an analysis of the first seven trials on A-C. There was also a
significant Sessions x Groups interaction, an analysis of which indi
cated that the mediation conditions were superior to their respective
control conditions in both sessions and that the two mediation groups
did not differ, whereas learning in the first-session control was
superior to that of session two. With highly learned materials, then,
there is evidence for mediation in retardates with verbal items. The
authors, however, pointed out several possible prerequisites for obtain
ing this effect, i.e., the fact that the materials were highly avail
able prior to the experiment as well as the influence of prior response
■familiarization and the use of a recognition testing procedure which
probably reduced the difficulty of response learning and availability

The tasks were of minimal difficulty which allowedin all PA tasks.

direct assessment of mediation not confounded with task difficulty.

Secondly, the mediational chains were well learned to result in a very

Finally, ahigh degree of A-C learning, even on the first trial.

Itmultiple-choice testing procedure was employed during B-C and A-C.
has been suggested by Schutz (Borkowski & Kamfonik, 1972) that such a

A more recent experiment was reported by Borkowski and Kamfonik 
(1972) who again employed the A-B, B-C, A-C paradigm.
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Backward Mediation in Adults and Children.

sufficient data have accumulated to establish the importance of back

ward associations in certain of the three-stage mediation paradigms, at

least for adult subjects. Jeffrey and Kaplan (1957), for example, found

mediation effects in the B-A, B-C, A-C paradigm with a mixed-list design

McCormack (1961) employed a similar design andusing CVCs as stimuli.

found facilitation effects for word-pairs in the A-B, C-B, A-C paradigm.

A study of all the mediation paradigms (Horton & Kjeldergaard, 1961),
yielded mediation effects for both the A-B, C-B, A-C and B-A, B-C, A-C

Mediation in the latter paradigm has been shown to be reparadigms .
lated to increases in the meaningfulness of the materials (Horton, 1964;
Peterson, Colavita, Sheahan, & Blattner, 1964; Popp & Voss, 1967), i.e.,
the mediators are more available with highly meaningful materials.

Additionally, the Horton (1964) study revealed that mediation effects

in the B-A, B-C, A-C condition increased with increases in the subjects'

The Peterson et al. (1964) study, however,awareness of mediation.

failed to indicate mediation in the A-B, C-B, A-C paradigm, for either

high or low meaningfulness materials.
While a substantial literatureBackward Mediation in Retardates.

taining to backward mediation.

mediation in retardates are reported in an unpublished study cited by

has accrued in support of forward mediation on the part of retardates 

in three-stage paradigms, there exists a relative paucity of data per

In fact, the only data on backward

task during Stage 3 learning coupled with a long test interval increases 

the probability of utilization of mediational chains.

Although the earliest 

study reported (Peters, 1935) failed to demonstrate backward mediation,
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Borkowski and Wanschura (in press) conducted by Kamfonik and Borkowski.
Mediation was studied in the A-B, C-B, A-C and B-A, B-C, A-C paradigms.
Materials were similar to those described in the Borkowski and Johnson

stimuli and responses. The lists were constructed to enhance the pos
sibility that mediators would be highly available for Stage 3 learning
in that strong A-B or B-A associations were acquired experimentally.
The level of difficulty of List 3 supposedly prompted the use of media
tors . A single A-B, D-C, A-C control condition was employed in which D
terms were highly associated with C but not with A or B. The proce
dures were those employed by Borkowski and Johnson (1968). The A-B,
C-B, A-C paradigm produced superior A-C performance than did the B-A,
B-C, A-C paradigm or control group, i.e., no mediation was observed
in the B-A, B-C, A-C paradigm.

The failure to show backward mediation in the B-A paradigm was
attributed by the authors to the possibility that since the backward
association was learned in the first stage in this paradigm it was more
easily forgotten than in the A-B, C-B, A-C paradigm in which the media
tor was learned in the second stage and, then, less easily forgotten.
The difference between the two paradigms, then, may be related to

mediator and Stage 3 learning.
also mentioned the possible importance of the forward association
with respect to the A-B, C-B, A-C paradigm; that is, the first link 
in the mediating chain A—(B)—C is a forward association whereas 
in the B-A, B-C, A-C paradigm the backward association has to "prime"

differential forgetting due to temporal contiguity of the backward 
Borkowski and Wanschura (in press)

(1968) study, with pictures of highly meaningful objects serving as
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the mediating chain. However, other explanations to be offered below

Unlearning and Retroactive Inhibition
Retroactive inhibition (RI) is the well-established decrement in

first-list recall resulting from interpolation of a second list. Begin
ning with Melton and Irwin (1940), the unlearning or extinction hypothe
sis has been used to explain this phenomenon. Additionally, Barnes and
Underwood (1959) have pointed out that it can be assumed that the inter
ference which accompanies the unlearning process results in negative
transfer to second-list learning.

Measurement of RI. The operations that define RI require a com
parison of the retention of some original learning between two groups
of subjects who differ in some aspect of an interpolated activity
(Slamecka & Ceraso, 1960). The experimental group learns List 1 and

A difference in recall inthen engages in a non-learning filler task.
favor of the control group defines RI while better retention in the
experimental group defines retroactive facilitation. A measure of
absolute RI is usually obtained by the formula

A more popular approach has been the modified free recall (MFR)

In modified MFR (MMFR), thethe first list or from the second list.
stimulus words are presented and the subject is asked to write down

Rest - Work x 100
Rest

employed by Underwood (1948) and further modified by Barnes and
In the first measure, the subject is presented with

seem appealing and worthy of investigation.

Underwood (1959).
one of the stimulus items and required to give a response either from
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both the responses that have been associated with each stimulus. As

A more direct approach to the measurement of unlearning is to

The difference obtained may then be
compared to the difference between Lists 1 and 2 of a control group in
which an interference relationship does not exist, e.g., A-B, A-C vs
A-B, C-D or with the standard RI control group. In any case, the dis
crepancy that results may then be attributed to unlearning resulting
from interference.

Bidirectional Unlearning.

Keppel
and Underwood (1962) stated the assumption that unlearning will occur

in any transfer situation in which an A-B, A-C interference paradigm

The assumption was tested with positive results by Keppelexi sts.
and Underwood (1962) as well as McGovern (1964) with the A-B, A-C
paradigm in which the two forward associations enter into the inter-

Also included were A-B, A-Br in which theference relationship.
relationship exists for both forward and backward associations and

Although Asch and Ebenholtz (1962) did 

not address the problem of unlearning, others (e.g., Birnbaum, 1966;

the first list with recall of the same list subsequent to second-list 

learning (e.g., Petrich, 1970).

Mandi er & Earhard, 1964) have pointed out that the associative symmetry 

.hypothesis implies that associations are unlearned in the same manner 

•as they are learned, i.e., bidirectionally and symmetrically.

compare recall immediately after the subject has achieved criterion on

interpolated learning (IL) increases, the frequency of responses from 

the first list declines and the frequency of second-list responses in

creases (Barnes & Underwood, 1959).
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well as the standard RI control.

whether unlearning is a bidirectional process. Experimental evidence

tends to support an interaction between meaningfulness of the materials
employed and direction of unlearning. Those studies which have employed
paradigms to test R-S unlearning as a function of S-R unlearning have
revealed no R-S unlearning when low-meaningful materials were used
(Houston, 1966; Johnston, 1967; Keppel & Underwood, 1962). In part,

however, the failure to show bidirectional unlearning in these studies

may be a function of stimulus availability (Keppel & Underwood, 1962),

i.e., the availability of the stimulus items is greater in Stage 2 in
the A-B, A-C group whereas these items were not presented to the RI

This greater availability of stimulicontrol during the filler task.
may mask the associative unlearning effect for R-S associations.

When highly meaningful materials which assure greater availability
of stimuli in both experimental and control conditions have been em
ployed, R-S unlearning has been found as a function of S-R unlearning

Moreover, S-R unlearning has been shown toin the A-B, A-C paradigm.
be a function of R-S unlearning when similar materials were employed
in the A-B, C-B paradigm (Greenbloom & Kimble, 1965; McGovern, 1964).

Response terms were the
In their study,

the 60 to 73% range of Archer's (1960) norms, 
adjectives employed by Barnes and Underwood (1959).

Ellington and Kausler (1965), however, found similar results when the 
stimuli in the A-B, C-B paradigm were nonsense syllables selected from

The basic question is whether unlearning of associations in one
direction is independent of unlearning in the opposite direction or

A-B, C-D in which neither A-B nor B-A enter into the relationship, as
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Ellington and Kausler examined MFR results as a function of degree of
IL and found that with practice on List 2 the R-S associations of List
1 extinguished. Moreover, the List 1 stimuli themselves became unvail-
able for recall. Comparison with the control group attributed the de
cline in R-S scores to RI as the result of learning B-C (R-S) associa
tions in List 2.

Johnston (1968; 1969) has reported the results of two studies

list serving as materials for Lists 1 and 2. Upon completion of List 2

learning, subjects were given two relearning trials on either A-B or B-A.

In the latter, a list of terms with which the subject should respond

(associative matching) was provided. The results yielded negative trans

fer of List 2 in the A-B, C-B condition, while an analysis of the re

learning data indicated significant RI, the magnitude of which was not

related to direction of relearning.

A within-subjects design in which five paradigms were tested (A-B:

A-D, B-D, C-A, C-D, C-D) was employed in Johnston's second study (1969).

The PA tasks were constructed from a list of highly meaningful nouns.

List 1 was learned for 15 trials and then List 2 for either 10 trials or

Both forward and backward recall measures3 perfect consecutive trials.
Recall data indicated RI inof first-list associations were obtained.

all paradigms but only with respect to the direction of the List 1

There was RI of R-Sassociation which provided the interference.

associations in the A-B, C-B and A-B, B-D conditions but not of S-R

which are apparently contradictory. In the first, two experiments em

ployed A-B, C-B and A-B, C-D with dissyllables from Noble's (1962)
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associations.

RI was equal under all conditions, however.

Backward and forward associative strength

tested immediately after A-B learning for some groups and immedi-were
ately after List 2 for others. The standard RI control was also in
cluded. Additionally, two types of retentions measures were taken: MFR
and a modified matching procedure. The latter measure was taken to
force the subject to match in the desired direction. In forward match
ing, the stimulus for a single pair was presented with each Stage 1
response while in reverse matching a given response from List 1 was pre
sented with each stimulus, one pair at a time. When the subject cor
rectly matched the pairing, the process for that item stopped and the
pairings for the next item appeared. The materials employed in the study

Results important to the present discussionwere one-syllable nouns.
included the findings that the paradigms A-B, A-C and A-B, C-A produced
unlearning of S-R, whereas A-B, B-C and A-B, C-A produced decrements

S-R unlearning thus occurred when Stage 1 stimuli werei n R-S recal 1.
repeated in Stage 2 and R-S unlearning occurred when the responses were

Moreover, there was no evidence for R-S unlearning in con-repeated.
Nor was there S-R unlearning in A-B, C-Bditions A-B, A-C or A-B, C-A.

The associative matching data tended to parallel the re-and A-B, B-C.
call data.

The general conclusion that may be drawn from the results of all
these studies is that for materials low in meaningfulness, unlearning is

In this study five transfer paradigms were studied;
A-B: A-C, C-A, C-B, B-C, D-E.

The most recent effort to test bidirectional unlearning was that 

of Petrich (1970).

The A-B, C-A and A-B, A-D conditions yielded S-R but not

R-S unlearning.
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Re 1 evance of Unlearning to Medication Deficiency
The importance of unlearning and interference in the learning

that takes place within mediation paradigms is suggested by a hypothe
sis which has been presented as an alternative to mediation as the pro
cess involved in those paradigms. According to Handler and Earhard
(1964) and Earhard and Handler (1965a; 1965b), the facilitation effects
generally attributed to mediation are in actuality due to a lack of
interference in Stage 3 learning in comparison with the typical control
list. Their line of reasoning follows the assumption that first-list
associations are unlearned in the mediation conditions but not in the
control so that these associations are available to interfere with
List 3 learning in the latter but not the former situation. The authors
have attributed the resulting facilitation to what they termed pseudo-

mediation.
In order to test the hypothesis, the authors added a control for

pseudomediation which allowed for unlearning of first-list associations
in the same manner as in the mediation condition but did not allow
experimental acquisition of "mediating links," e.g., A-B, B-D, A-C
(Earhard & Earhard, 1968) or B-A, B-D, A-C (Earhard & Earhard, 1967).
Facilitation is expected for both the mediation and pseudomediation
conditions relative to the mediation control in which first-list

Similar studies for young children and 
retardates have not been reported.

unidirectional, but when the materials are high in meaningfulness, the 
results are generally equivocal, but, for the most part, indicate un
learning is bidirectional. In any case, all the studies reported were
conducted on adult subjects.
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associations have not been unlearned and remain available to provide
i nterference.

Evidence for Pseudomediation
The original experiment conducted by Handler and Earhard (1964)

employed two conditions: A-B, B-C, A-E and A-B, D-C, A-E. The authors
predicted on the basis of the mediation hypothesis that acquisition of
A-E in the first condition should be more difficult than in the second.
The pseudomediation hypothesis predicted that performance should be
superior in the first situation due to unlearning of any competing

The results supported the pseudomediation hypothesis inassociations.
that test-list associations were learned more easily in the A-B, B-C,

Moreover, B-C associations were more difficult to learnA-E paradigm.

than D-C, thus substantiating interference between Stages 1 and 2 in

the A-B, B-C, A-E condition.

The hypothesis was tested with different paradigms in a study by

Earhard and Handler (1965b): TheA-B, B-C, A-Cr and A-B, D-C, A-Cp.
A-Cr list was constructed so that no pair had been linked with the same

On the basis of mediation theory it was pre-B terms in Stage 1 or 2.
dieted that A-Cr in the A-B, B-C situation would be more difficult to

The pseudomediation hypo-learn as a result of mediated interference.
thesis allowed a different prediction, namely, that the control condi
tion performance would be inferior as a result of greater forgetting

The authors alsocondition.
obtained a measure of unlearning of Stage 1 associations by providing
subjects with Stage 1 stimulus and response terms and asking them to

of interfering items in the A-B, B-C, A-Cr
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pair them correctly after Stage 2 learning. The data showed facilita-

Moreover, the data showed the ex
pected degree of unlearning assumed by the authors, i.e., subjects
correctly paired all eight pairs from Stage 1 in the A-B, D-C group
but not in the others.

Earhard and Earhard (1967) compared the B-A, B-C, A-C mediation
paradigm, the B-A, B-Cr, A-C interference paradigm, B-A, B-D, A-C
pseudomediation control, and a standard control B-A, D-C, A-C. An

additional group consisted of a control for warm-up (E-F, G-H, A-C).

The findings of interest to the present discussion are that the medi

ation control was inferior to all other conditions and the mediated-

facilitation condition did not differ from the warm-up control.

Pseudomediation and mediated-interference conditions were both superior

to the standard control.

A more recent study by Meuller (1973) showed both mediation and

The A-B, B-C, A-Cpseudomediation effects within the same experiment.

chaining paradigm was employed with the A-D, B-C, A-C mediation con-

The pseudomediation condition was A-B, B-E, A-C with a pseudo-trol.
The mediation effectmediation control consisting of A-D, B-E, A-C.

was evident on the first test trial whereas the pseudomediation effect
did not obtain until after the first test trial. Moreover, there was

reduction in interference for the A-B, B-E, A-C group which is con-a

sistent with the unlearning hypothesis.

The

The pseudomediation theory was not supported by the results of a 

study by Kausler and Deichmann (1968) with kindergarten children.

tion instead of interference in the mediated-interference condition, 

thus supporting pseudomediation.
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The A-B, B-C, A-C paradigm was tested with the standard control as well
as the A-B, B-C, A-E and A-B, D-C, A-E pseudomediation experimental and
control conditions. Stimulus materials were selected from the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test with five stimulus-response pairs composing the

lists.

mediation, and which had inconclusive results, no data exist for retar
dates with respect to pseudomediation. The implications, however, are
clear, especially in view of evidence that retardates exhibit an RI
deficit, i.e., a failure to unlearn first-list associations. If re

tarded subjects failed to unlearn first-list associations, in keeping

with the pseudomediation theory, these associations would be available

to provide interference in Stage 3, perhaps as much so as in the control

condition.

RI Deficit in Retardates

According to Heal and Johnson (1969), a retroactive inhibition de

ficit should be reflected in less unlearning of first-list responses as

well as greater interference by List 1 responses in List 2. Thus,
there should be a greater number of intrusion errors from List 1 for

Several studies have been reported which provideretarded subjects.
evidence for such a deficit in mental retardates. For the most part,
support for a deficit has been obtained in studies involving paired-

Several studies, however, employed single-item lists.associate tasks.

One of the latter studies was that of Fagan (1968) who employed

non-institutionalized retardates and normal children with approximate

Other than the Blouke (1970) study described in the section on
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mean MA of 8.5 years.

of immediate recall.
At the end of a second and then a third

block of 8 trials, recall was requested after a 10 second delay. The

last 8 seconds of the delay were filled with interference, with low

interference consisting of a "humming" noise and high interference

consisting of the repetition of the names of four colors. With correct

ness of serial position included in the item recall measure, retardates

were significantly superior to normal children on the low interference

Moreover, there was a trend, although nonsignificant, towardtask.

This evidence hasretardate superiority on the high interference task.

been interpreted as suggesting less RI on the part of retardates (Heal

& Johnson, 1969).

Borkowski (1965) has reported two studies which suggest an in

ability in the retarded to inhibit previously learned responses. One

study involved subjects with IQs above 95 and others with IQs below 91.
A six-item list of trigrams was used with recall tested for three of
the items after 3 seconds and three after 15 seconds. According to an
analysis by Heal and Johnson (1969), the resulting increase in intru
sion errors at 15 seconds in the low-IQ group indicated that they could

The second study involving lower-IQ retar-not inhibit previous items.
dates and MA-matched normals yielded similar results. With a 4-second

At 16 seconds, however,
retention interval, normals and retardates did not differ regardless of 
the number of items previously presented.

One retarded and one normal group were given 24 
trials on a five-item digit span task. Another normal group was given 
a 6 item digit span task to equate normals and retardates on the level

After the first 8 trials, recall was requested 2 
seconds after presentation.
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differences between normals and retardates increased with increases in

number of items previously tested, with more intrusions for retardates

than for normals.

A paired-associates task was used in a study by Iscoe and Semier

(1964) in which normal children and institutionalized retardates

learned 6 pairs that were conceptually compatible (e.g., banana-orange)

or 6 that were conceptually incompatible (e.g., glove-orange). The

finding that the rate of learning on the incompatible pairs over trials

was more impaired for the retarded than normal children suggested an

inability on the part of the retarded to inhibit familiar or previously

learned associations.

Two studies which have employed the A-B, A-Br paradigm have been

interpreted as support for the RI deficit (Borkowski, McGrath, & Doyle,

1969; Johnson & Blake, 1960). In the Johnson and Blake study, the first
9 letters of the alphabet were paired with single digits 1-9. One
group each of normal and retarded subjects learned A-Br and another

The retardate experimentallistened to a story before relearning A-B.
and control groups did not differ, whereas the normal experimental group

Normalrelearned A-B significantly slower than the control group.

ing.

subjects, then, showed RI but retardates did not.

The Borkowski et al_. (1969) study which was described previously 

in the section on backward learning, also had implications for unlearn-

During B-Ar learning the retarded subjects took considerably (but 

not significantly) more time to reach criterion than the normals. The 

authors speculated that in this task interfering backward associations
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The procedure was such
that each subject learned List 1, followed by List 2, and then relearned
List 1.
List 2 which supports the position of greater negative transfer de
scribed by Heal and Johnson (1969). The analysis of relearning as a
measure of RI, however, yielded no support for an RI deficit. Support
was suggested, though, by the significantly greater number of intrusion

errors by the retardates during List 2 learning and List 1 relearning.

In view of the relearning data, the authors concluded a failure to re

veal strong support for the RI deficit. Nevertheless, the negative

transfer and intrusion error data suggest at least weak support for the

hypothesis, especially in view of possible shortcomings of the study.

These are, namely, no RI control group was included and no standard

measure of unlearning or RI (MFR) was provided.

Greater support for the RI deficit was provided in a more recent

study by Kirk and Johnson (1972). Again, the A-B, A-C paradigm was

The study was similar in

An exception

was that an MFR procedure was adopted to provide a direct measure of
The results indicated greater negative transfer on the part of theRI.

retarded subjects compared to normal children. Retardates also made

Another paradigm in which the RI deficit has been supported is the 

A-B, A-C forward interference paradigm.

employed, but no control group was included.

most respects to the Johnson and Sowles (1970) study.

Johnson and Sowles (1970) used 

this paradigm with normal children and retardates with eight pairs of 

familiar nouns serving as learning materials.

were more resistant to unlearning on the part of the retarded subjects.

No direct test of this possibility was provided, however.

The retardates took significantly longer to reach criterion on
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significantly npre List 1 intrusion errors than normals.

Cassell (1957)

employed serial lists of familiar words with an interpolated task which
had two new words and words from the original list. Pryer (1960) used
two serial lists, one for original learning and one for IL. The inter
polated task in a study by Fagan (1966) consisted of naming colors or

void intervals subsequent to the learning of a four-digit sequence. Di

git sequences also constituted original learning in a study by

Baumeister, Hawkins, and Holland (1967).

One study (McManis, 1967) which involved paired-associate learning

students and institutionalized retarded learned 8 paired-associates in

There were no differences betweeneach list and then relearned A-B.

the intelligence groups in RI but retardates made significantly more

This indicates that retardates were experiencingintrusion errors.

greater difficulty in inhibiting List 1 responses.

The evidence for an RI deficit, then, while not conclusive, is

No data have been provided for retardates performance onsubstanti al.

Additionally, the datathe A-B, C-B or B-A, B-C paradigms, however.

that have been collected have not usually involved direct measures of

Moreover the possibility of an RI deficit hasthe unlearning process.

not been related to the pseudomediation hypothesis with respect to the

retarded.

Moreover, the 

retarded subjects were able to recall a significantly greater number of 

List 1 responses (in MFR) than did the normal subjects.

Four studies which did not involve PA transfer paradigms yielded 

no differences in RI between normals and retardates.

in the A-B, A-C paradigm tended to provide somewhat greater support 

than the above studies which are methodologically different. College



Statement of the Problem

Beginning with Berkson and Cantor (1960), evidence has accrued

has been limited to paradigms in which forward associations were said
to provide the mediated transfer. Moreover, it is not clear from the
Borkowski and Kamfonik data that retardates do employ backward verbal
mediators in the two paradigms tested, A-B, C-B, A-C and B-A, B-C, A-C,
especially in view of the fact that a control for pseudomediation was
not included.

As noted by Earhard and Handler (1964) in presenting their pseudo

mediation hypothesis, the facilitation in learning List 3 in a three-

stage transfer paradigm may result from differential unlearning of

first-list associations and, thus, differential interference in List 3

learning when the experimental is compared with the mediation control

In the mediation control, the possibility of unlearningcondition.
first-list associations is minimal. Although the issue remains contro
versial, enough evidence has been accumulated in the literature with
normal subjects to establish the importance of including a pseudomedi
ation control group, especially with retardates since the phenomenon
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however, with the exception of one unpublished study by Borkowski and 
Kamfonik (Borhowski & Wanschurra, in press), research with retardates

which has been interpreted as contradictory to a mediation defi
ciency hypothesis (e.g., Borkowski & Wanschurra, in press). Despite 
the documented importance of backward associations in verbal mediation,
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has not been investigated previously. Such a control was included in
the present study.

The pseudomediation hypothesis becomes particularly relevant when

data indicating a'retroactive-inhibition deficit in retardates

sidered.

learn first-list associations has been reflected by MFR data, List 2
negative transfer, as well as intrusion error data. In general, retar
dates exhibit greater negative transfer in List 2 in the A-B, A-C and
A-B, C-B, as well as A-B, A-Br paradigms relative to normal controls.
Also, retardates exhibit more first-list intrusion errors than normal

The implications in view of pseudomediation theory aresubjects.

obvious if retardates fail to unlearn first-list associations.

In the event that retardates do unlearn first-list associations,

an additional variable of interest emerges, namely, bidirectional un

Research indicates that retardates, as well as normal chillearning.

dren, learn backward associations at the same time that they learn for
ward associations and that backward associative strength is often as

Earhard and Mandi er

Ebenholtz, 1962) a step further to include the possibility of bidirec
tional unlearning, i.e., associations should be unlearned in both

Research indicatesdirections simultaneously and to the same extent.

interaction of the direction of unlearning with the meaningfulnessan
of the materials employed, however (e.g., Petrich, 1970). Bidirectional

(Borkowski, 1965; Borkowski et al_, 1969; Iscoe & Semler, 1964; Johnson

& Blake, 1960; Johnson & Sowles, 1970; Kirk & Johnson, 1972) are con-

high as forward (see Baumeister & Kellas, 1970).

(1964) have carried the associative symmetry hypothesis (Asch &

This inability on the part of retardates to inhibit or un-
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On the one hand, medi-

On the

in both directions at once.
The Borkowski and Kamfonik study cited previously lends tentative

support to an interaction between the two paradigms to be studied in
the present investigation; that is, mediation was supported in the A-B,
C-B, A-C paradigm but not in the B-A, B-C, A-B paradigm. In the first

paradigm, the backward mediator is established in Stage 2 while in the

second it is established in Stage 1. The authors speculated that the

mediators in the B-A, B-C, A-C paradigm had been lost as a result of

temporal forgetting since they had been learned in'Stage 1. However,

a different interpretation may be more appropriate. In the A-B, C-B,

A-C paradigm, in which mediation did occur, the backward mediator was

not subject to unlearning since it involves a List 2 association. In

the B-A, B-C, A-C paradigm, however, the backward mediator may have been

unlearned as a result of unlearning of the forward association which

provided the interference.

In addition to the exclusion of a pseudomediation control, there

that lend support for the necessity of investigating backward mediation

unlearned since the mediator will not be available in Stage 3.

other hand, there should be maximum facilitation if subjects unlearned

Bidirectional unlearning is important 
to both mediation and pseudomediation theory.

unlearning generally occurs when the materials are of high meaningful

ness, whereas, with low meaningfulness materials unlearning occurs only 

in the direction represented by the association (forward or backward) 

that provides the interference.

ation may not occur in those paradigms in which both associations are

are several methodological problems in the Borkowski and Kamfonik study
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in retardates.

multiple-choice, recognition procedure. The authors' intention was to

obtain a measure of mediation in association exclusive of the effects

of response learning.

typically.

suit from mediation or pseudomediation. The present study employed the

study-test recall procedure for all three stages. Additionally, since

an interaction was observed between the two experimental paradigms in

which a between-subjects design was employed, the current investigation

employed a design in which both experimental conditions were learned

by the same subjects, in an effort to reduce variability that may have

contributed to the interaction independently of mediation or pseudo

mediation effects.

The present investigation was designed to provide data for retar

dates on performance in the two paradigms mentioned relative to the

Additionally, directmediation control and pseudomediation control.
of unlearning (forward and backward) were provided. Since thismeasures

constituted the first effort to provide such direct assessment of bi

directional unlearning, normal controls were included in the unlearning

Normal controls must be included since a

this case, normal children.

phase of the investigation.

deficit can only be classified as such relative to some standard, in

In addition to possible disrupting effects on

Stage 3 learning as a result of an abrupt change in procedure, the 

recognition procedure provides an opportunity for subjects to learn 

List 3 more rapidly than in recall tasks which are employed more

This may in effect override any facilitation that may re-

The problems involve the fact that subjects learned the 

first two lists via the anticipation method and the third list via a
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Due to the exploratory nature of much of the present investigation,

specific predictions can be made only on the basis of the different

being evaluated.theori es The research was designed to investigate the
following hypotheses:
1) Performance on A-C in the A-B, C-B, A-C and B-A, B-C, A-C paradigms

will be better than performance on A-C in the mediation and pseudo

mediation controls, given that the mediation hypothesis is supported.

The rationale behind mediation theory dictates that this superiority

should be expressed quite early in Stage 3 learning due to the fact

that previously learned associations should be readily available on

the first few trials.

2) Retardate unlearning data should support positive results relative

For mediation to occur, the backward

of Stage 2).

Performance on A-C in the experimental paradigms should be better3)
than the mediation control performance, but not significantly different

Retardate unlearning data should reflect support for the pseudo-4)
For pseudomediation to occur, retardates mustmediation hypothesis.

Previous evidence leads to the preunlearn first-list associations.

diction that retardates do not, however, unlearn first-list associations

(e.g., Heal & Johnson, 1969).

from A-C learning in the A-B, E-B, A-C or B-A, B-E, A-C pseudomediation 

control, given that the pseudomediation theory is to be upheld (see 

Earhard & Earhard, 1967; 1968, for a review of pseudomediation theory).

to the mediation hypothesis.

mediators should be highly available at the beginning of Stage 3 (end
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5)

When no such deficit exists

significantly greater extent than retardates, however, in order for a
deficit to exist.
6) Both normals and retardates should unlearn in both directions

simultaneously and to the same extent, given that unlearning occurs.

This prediction was made on the basis of Earhard and Handler's (1964)

of the adult literature (e.g., Petrich, 1970) supports bidirectional

unlearning with highly meaningful materials such as those employed

These results should be expressed by an analysis of forwardhere.

and backward associative strength immediately subsequent to Stage 1

compared to the same measures subsequent to Stage 2, for both forward

and backward associations.

This hypothesis stems from the possibility of 

an RI deficit (Heal & Johnson, 1969).

Direct measures of RI obtained subsequent to List 2 learning and 

subsequent to a filler task in an RI control group will not differ for 

the retarded subjects.

first-list recall subsequent to the filler task (Slameca & Ceraso, 

1960).

performance on MFR has been shown to be inferior to performance on

Normal children should unlearn first-list associations to a

extension of the associative symmetry hypothesis. The major portion



Method

Subjects

The subjects included 60 retarded individuals from local elemen

tary and high school classes as well as 30 normal children from a local

elementary school. The means and SDs of MA, CA, and IQ scores are pre
sented in Table 1 for the 30 retarded subjects who participated in the
Transfer Task conditions. Analyses of variance performed on these
means ranging from 14.3 to 14.9 years for CA, 9.7 to 10.4 years for
MA, and 65.7 to 70.1 for IQ yielded no significant differences. In
Table 2 are presented similar data for those subjects, 30 retarded and
30 normal, who participated in the three Test Conditions (First-Test,
Second-Test, and RI-Test). Analyses performed separately on the
retardate CA means ranging from 14.6 to 15.5, IQ means ranging from
65.3 to 67.3, and MA means ranging from 9.6 to 10.3 indicated that

Nor were therethere were no significant differences among means.
differences among normal CA means which ranged from 9.6 to 10.1.
Moreover, comparison of retardate MA means with normal CA means re-

Thus, the lack of significant variationsuited in non-significance.
attributable to these factors minimizes the possibility of differen-

The subjects in eachtial influence on transfer paradigm results.
intelligence group were randomly assigned to task conditions.

39
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Table 1

Mediation

X X XSD SD SD

CA 14.7 1.5 14.3 1.4 14.9 1.7

IQ 65.7 5.1 69.7 3.6 70.1 6.0

1.2 1.7MA 9.7 9.7 10.4 1.3

Means and SDs of MA, IQ, CA for Subjects in Mediation, 
Mediation Control, and Pseudomediation Conditions

Mediation 
Control

Pseudo
mediation
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Table 2

First-Test Second-Test RI Test

Measure X X XSubjects SD SD SD

Retardate CA 15.5 1.8 14.6 1.7 15.0 1.2
IQ 67.3 5.9 66.3 7.4 65.3 8.8

1.2MA 10.3 0.8 9.6 9.8 1.4

1.2Normal 10.1 0.8 9.6 9.8 1.3CA

Means and SDs of MA, CA, IQ for Each Retarded Subject and CA 
for Each Normal Subject on First-Test, 

Second-Test, and RI Test
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Materials

The stimulus and response terms in each eight-item list consisted

of black and white line drawings of common objects selected from the

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. The pictures were assigned at random

in composing the lists with the exception that objects with obvious

association with each other were not paired together. A complete list

of the stimuli is shown in Table 3. The lists were shown via a Kodak

Carousel slide projector onto a 31 x 41 screen approximately 5' from

The experimental room was a converted Volkswagen Camp-the subject.

mobile with approximately 25 square feet of space.

De si gn

The A-B,C-B,A-C and B-A,B-C,A-C transfer paradigms were tested

with a mixed-list consisting of four pairs arranged to meet the con

ditions of each paradigm. A standard mediation control group consis

ted of A-B,C-D,A-C and B-A,D-C,A-C arranged in the same fashion. A

third condition consisted of a mixed-list containing A-B,E-B,A-C and
B-A,B-E,A-C and was included as a control for pseudomediation. A, B,
and C terms in the Mediation Control and Pseudomediation Control were

Eight pairs weredifferent pictures selected from the same sources.
used in all three lists in all conditions.

list associations after learning Stage 2 (Second-Test), and after per-

Additional groups of subjects were included to assess initial for
ward and backward associations (First-Test), forward and backward first-

forming a digit cancellation task subsequent to Stage 1 (RI-Test).
Lists 1 and 2 were the same eight-item mixed-lists used in the
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Table 3

List of Stimuli

A B C D/E

dog bulb watch horse
bed knifegun ear

hand fish broom cup
hen shoe pencilwagon

snake table keyscar
windowbutterfly squirrel pin
flowersumbrella spooncow
brushbicycle treepail
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Mediation Condition (A-B/B-A and C-B/B-C).

Procedure

Each subject in the Transfer Condition learned Lists 1 and 2 prior

to learning List 3. The learning criterion imposed was one errorless

trial. Standard study-test method instructions were given with a

three-second study interval during which the stimulus and response

were presented together and a three-second test interval. The study

test procedure was also employed for learning List 3 with a three-

second study interval but with a five-second test interval to allow

the subjects sufficient time to utilize the mediational chain. Li st

3 was also learned to a criterion of one errorless trial. The inter-

trial interval was three seconds and there was an interval of approxi-

was made from list tomately ten seconds during which the transition

list.

Three random orders of each list were employed to control for

Additionally, the three lists were counterbalancedserial learning.

appropriately within all conditions so that half the subjects learned

the pairs in one direction and the other half learned the pairs in the

opposite direction to control for possible differential effects of

to the results of the transfer conditions as well as provide new data

pairing order.
Subjects in the Test Conditions were randomly assigned to one of 

three tasks designed to lend supporting (or contradictory) evidence

The study-test (recall) 

method of PA learning was employed throughout. The digit cancellation 

task in the RI-Test consisted of 25 rows of single-digits typed on a 

plain sheet of paper.
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on bidirectional unlearning. One group learned List 1 to a criterion

of one errorless trial and was tested immediately afterward for forward

and backward recall of List 1 associations (First-Test). A second

group learned List 1 and then List 2 before being tested for forward

and backward recall of List 1 associations (Second-Test). An addi

tional group learned List 1 and then performed the digit cancellation

task for a period of time equivalent to the average time required to

learn List 2 prior to a test of forward and backward List 1 associa

tions . The forward and backward test was accomplished by presenting
the A terms and then the B terms to each subject for recall of the

The order of presentation of A and B terms wasopposite terms.
counterbalanced with half the subjects receiving the A terms first

Lists 1 and 2 wereand the other half receiving the B terms first.
also counterbalanced as in the Mediation Condition in order to mini
mize the effect of differential pairing difficulty.



Results

• Transfer Paradigms

First-Stage Learning. The mean number of trials to reach cri

terion, along with corresponding SDs, are shown in Table 4 for Condi

tions B-A and A-B. Mean trials ranged from 5.3 to 9.0 for Condition
B-A and from 5.8 to 9.2 for Condition A-B. An analysis of these

F. (2,27) = 1.35, £ > .20, and A-B, F (2,27) = 1.97, £ > .10.

Second-Stage Learning. Means and SDs of trials-to-criterion on

List 2 are presented in Table 5. These means ranged from 4.4 to 5.2

for Condition B-A and From 3.6 to 5.6 for Condition A-B. An analysis
of variance of the means produced no significant variation in either
Condition B-A, F_ (2,27) = .028, £ > .20, or Condition A-B, F_ (2,27) =

1.39, £ >.20. Thus, the lack of significance of the differences
and Stage 2 suggests that these factorsamong the means in Stage 1

had no differential influence on the experimental and control condi
tions.

Both trials-to-criterion and errors-to-Third-Stage Transfer.

criterion measures were included for A-C learning, the means and SDs

Mean trials-to-criterion for Con-of which are presented in Table 6.

dition B-A ranged from 5.2 to 8.2 and from 5.0 to 6.5 for Condition

An analysis of variance performed on these means revealed signi-A-B.

ficant differences in favor of the pseudomediation explanation of

46

means, however, failed to reach significance for both Condition B-A,
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Table 4

Mediation

X X XCondi tion SD SD SD

B-A 9.0 5.9 6.8 5.5 5.3 3.4
A-B 9.2 3.5 7.3 4.0 5.8 3.5

Means and SDs of First-List Trials to Criterion in Mediation, 
Mediation Control, and Pseudomediation Conditions

Mediation 
Control

Pseudo
mediation
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Table 5

Mediation

X X XCondition SD SD SD

B-A 5.2 4.4 2.2 5.2 2.73.3

A-B 5.6 3.5 4.7 1.7 3.6 2.6

Means and SDs of Second-List Trials to Criterion in Mediation, 
Mediation Control, and Pseudomediation Conditions

Mediation 
Control

Pseudo
mediation
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Table 6

Mediation

X X XCondition SD SD SD

Trials B-A 2.2 8.2 3.2 5.2 1.35.8
1.8A-B 6.5 2.2 6.4 3.4 5.0

12.8 7.0 6.9 3.2Errors B-A 4.56.9
9.1 6.84.1 8.4 4.9A-B 9.5

Means and SDs of Trials and Errors to Criterion on A-C 
Transfer for Mediation, Mediation Control, 

and Pseudomediation Conditions

Mediation 
Control

Pseudo
mediation
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Comparisons

Compari sons

Mediation Control, t_ (18) = 2.86, £ < .02, yielded significant

differences which were predicted on the basis of pseudomediation

theory. Similar analyses yielding similar results were performed on

the errors-to-criterion data, the means of which ranged from 6.9 to

the within-mean sum of squares to estimate the standard error (cr

2.30), comparisons of the means were performed.

Mediation and Pseudomediation Control Conditions did not perform

significantly different from each other; in fact, the means were identi-

However, the subjects in the Mediation Control Condition producedcal.

differences did not reach significance until the fifth trial,

Nevertheless, the pseudomediation hypothesis was againhowever.

The means

of trials-to-criterion ranged from 5.0 to 6.5 while the means of

supported.

In Table 6 are also presented data for Condition A-B.

mediation Control Condition, t (18) = .57, £ > .50.

between the Mediation and Mediation Control Condition, t (18) = 2.28, 

p < .05, as well as between the Pseudomediation Control and

diff =

The subjects in the

a greater number of errors than the Mediation Control, t_ (18) = 2.13, 
£<.05, and Pseudomediation Control Condition, £ (18) = 2.13, £<.05. 
A trial x trial analysis of the error data indicated that the

The only difference that was not found 
to be significant was that between the Mediation Condition and Pseudo

mediated facilitation, F. (2,27) = 4.57, £ < .025.

of means were made using the within-mean sum of squares to estimate the 

standard error (o’ diff = 1.05).

12.8 for Condition B-A, F (2,27), = 4.33, £ < .025. Again using
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errors-to-criterion ranged from 6.8 to 9.1.

An

It becomes obvious that the present results
are in contradiction to those of Borkowski and Kamfonik (Borkowski &
Wanschurra, in press) who found differences in favor of the Mediation
Condition in the A-B situation but not in the B-A situation. Since

the B-A paradigm produced pseudomediated facilitation, it is to be

expected that the unlearning data will reflect this process for re

tarded subjects.

Two-Stage Interference Paradigms

The means and SDs of Stage 1 trials-to-criterion areStage 1.
For the retarded subjects the means for B-Apresented in Table 7.

ranged from 7.5 to 13.1 and for A-B the range was 7.5 to 11.8. An

analysis of variance performed on the retardate data yielded no signi-

.10, £ (2,27) =

1.08, £. > .20.

No significantfrom 7.3 to 9.0 and from 7.7 to 9.9 on A-B.

differences among conditions were found for B-A, £ (2,27) = 0.22,

Thus, while the0.33, £ > .20.

ficant effect for B-A, £ (2,27) = 2.24, 2 > -20

The means for the normal subjects on B-A ranged

analysis of errors on individual trials yielded no significant dif

ferences on any trial.

2 > .20, or A-B £ (2,27)

normal subjects were obviously more evenly matched with respect to List

1 learning in so far as absolute learning scores are concerned, the 

lack of significance of variation on List 1 suggests that this factor 

did not influence the experimental and control conditions differentially.

Neither Trials, £ (2,27) = 

1.01, 2 > -20, nor Errors, £ (2,27) - 0.57, 2 > -20, were signi

ficantly different across the three transfer conditions.
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Table 7

XXX SDSubjects Condition SD SD

13.15.2 6.45.2 8.9Retardate B-A 7.5

11.8 7.27.1 3.37.5A-B 9.5

■ 8.5 6.39.0 5.54.37.3Normal B-A

7.38.4 4.4 9.95.47.7A-B

Means and SDs of First-List Trials to Criterion in First-Test, 
Second-Test, and RI Test Conditions

First- 
Test

Second 
Test

RI 
Test
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First-Test Recall. In Table 8 are presented the means and SDs of

correct forward and backward responses made by subjects in all unlearn

ing test conditions and controls. For both retarded and normal sub

jects, forward and backward associations were of equal strength imme

diately following Stage 1 learning. Additionally, as indicated in

Table 8, both forward and backward recall were perfect for retardates

with means of 4.0 in all cases. For the normal subjects, recall was

virtually perfect in the B-A condition with a forward mean of 3.8 and

a backward mean of 3.7. Thus, the data indicate that forward associa

tions are no stronger than backward associations following Stage 1

For obvious reasons, no statistical analyses were performedlearning.

on these data, however.

For each paradigm in the investigation, analy-Second-Test Recall.

With respect to the B-A,ward associations following Stage 2 learning.

B-C paradigm, retardate forward and backward means of 1.8 and 2.6 with

respective SDs of 0.6 and 0.5 differed significantly in favor of greater

backward associative strength, t_ (18) = 3.40, £ <.005. Forward

associative strength was significantly greater for retardates in the

means
In terms of absolute recall of first-list associations

association not providing interference.

A-B, C-B paradigm as reflected by an analysis of forward and backward 

of 2.6 and 1.1 with respective SDs of 1.3 and 0.9, t (18) = 3.08,

< .01.

following second-list learning, then, recall was greater for the

ses were performed to assess the strength of forward relative to back-
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Table 8

Retardates

B-A.B-C A-B.C-B

First Second RI First Second RI

X X X X X XSD SD SD SD SD SD

Forward 4.0 0.0 1.8 0.6 3.8 0.4 4.0 0.0 2.6 1.3 3.8 0.4
Backward 1.14.0 2.6 0.5 3.7 0.5 4.0 0.0 0.9 3.5 0.70.0

Normals

A-B.C-BB-A.B-C

First SecondSecond RI RIFirst

X XXXXX SD SD SD SDSDSD

0.4 3.60.0 3.8 0.5 3.4 0.94.02.1 1.2Forward 0.33.9
2.0 1.23.7 0.5 3.8 0.43.3 0.91.13.1Backward 0.33.9

Means and SDs of Correct Forward and Backward Responses 
by Each Subject for First, Second, and RI Control Test



associations in the A-B, C-B paradigm. Forward and backward means of

Again, despite the failure of statis
tical significance in the B-A,B-C paradigm, subjects tended to recall
more associative responses when those responses did not produce the
greatest interference during Stage 2 learning.

Unlearning. Table 8 also presents the means and SDs of correct

responses on the Second-Test and RI-Test Conditions. In order to ob

tain a measure of unlearning, or RI, an analysis of variance was per

formed separately on forward and backward recall data for both para

digms under all. test conditions. On the B-A condition for the for

ward recall of retarded subjects, means of 4.0, 1.8, and 3.8 for

First-Test, Second-Test, and RI-Test, respectively, were significantly

Comparisons of individual

These comparisons indicated

retardates with significant differences indicated by the analysis,

3.6 and 2.0 with respective SDs of 0.5 and 1.3 differed significantly, 

t (18) = 4.00, £ <.001.

t (18) = 1 .00, £>.30.

ward recall means of 4.0, 2.6, and 3.7 in the B-A Condition for

different, £ (2,27) = 76.84, £ < .001.

pairs of means were made using the within-subjects error term to esti-
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A similar analysis of normal data yielded results approaching, but 

not quite reaching, significance under the B-A, B-C paradigm with for

ward and backward means of 2.1 and 3.1 and respective SDs of 1.4 and 

1.1. As with retarded subjects, the normals recalled more forward

mate the standard error (cr ^iff = 0.2).

a significant difference between Second-Test recall and First-Test re

call, t (18) = 11.00, £ <.001, and RI-Test recall, £ (18) = 10.00, 

£<.005, with no difference between First-Test and RI-Test recall, 

Similar analyses were performed on the back-
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The differences between the for-conditions revealed similar results.

ward means of 4.0, 2.6, and 3.8 for First-, Second-, and RI-Test recall

Similar individual comparisons of

Thus, for both the A-B.C-B and B-A.B-C para-

A slightly different pattern emerged with respect to the normal 

subjects when analyses similar to those performed on retardate recall

on the Second-Test relative to First-Test recall £ (18) = 12.73, 

£ <.001, and Secont-Test recall, £ (18) = 10.00, £ <.001, with no 

differences resulting from a comparison of First- and RI-Test recall,

£ (18) = 1.66, £> .10.

digms, there was significant unlearning to a great extent of both 

backward and forward associations learned in the first stage.

t (18) = 1.81, £ < .05 > .01.

backward A-B means (cr diff = 0-3) indicated that Second-Test 

performance was significantly poorer than that on First-Test, 

£ (18) = 13.00, £ < .001, as well as RI-Test, £ (18) = 8.00, £ <.001, 

with no differences between First-Test and RI-Test conditions,

were significant, F_ (2,27) = 9.67, £ < .001, as were the differences 

between the backward means of 4.0, 1.1, and 3.5 for the respective 

conditions, F_ (2,27) = 56.92, £ < .001. Individual comparisons of 

forward means (o cliff = 0.1) revealed significantly poorer performance

F, (2,27) = 32.60, £ <.001. Comparisons of individual pairs of

means (o~ diff = 0.2) revealed that the Second-Test recall was signifi

cantly poorer.than First-Test recall, £ (18) = 5.50, £<.001, as well 

as RI-Test recall, £ (19) = 5.50, £ <.001, with no difference between 

First-Test and RI-Test recall, £ (18) = 1.50, £ < .10.

Analysis of retardate performance on A-B under the three test
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data were performed.

2 <.001.

per-

RI-Test, t_ (18) = 0.33, £ > .70. An analysis of backward recall

B-A.B-C paradigm but not for backward associations.

Forward recall means of 3.8, 3.6, and 3.4 for normal subjects for

First-, Second-, and RI-Test recall under the A-B condition did not

Thus, no unlearning of the forward association was

indicated.

This observation was substantiated by analysis of theunlearned.

First-, Second-, and RI-Test recall means of 3.7, 2.0, and 3.8,

Using the within-subjects error term

differ (F_ = 1.00).

However, backward associations in the A-B condition were

Forward recall means of 3.9, 2.1, and 4.0 under 

the B-A condition were significantly different, F (2,27) = 22.37,

Individual comparisons of pairs of means (cr diff = 0-3) 

indicated poorer Second-Test performance relative to First-Test 

formance, t (18) = 6.00, £<.001, as well as RI-Test performance, 

t_ (18) = 6.33, £ < .001, but no differences between First-Test and

£ (2,27) = 17.60, £ <.001.

to estimate the standard error (cr diff = 0.35), individual compari

sons were performed on pairs of means which indicated significantly 

poorer performance on the Second-Test relative to First-Test, 

t (18) = 4.85, £ <.001, and RI-Test, t (18) = 5.14, £<.001. As ex

pected, there were no differences between First-Test and RI-Test recall. 

Again, unlearning for the normal subjects occurred only in the direction

performance on the B-A condition as reflected by First-, Second-, 

and RI-Test means of 3.9, 3.1, and 3.3, however, failed to yield 

significant results, F (2,27) = 2.35, £ >.10. Thus, a significant 

recall decrement (RI) was observed for forward associations in the
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of the association providing the interference, in this case, the back

ward direction.



Discussion

Mediation vs Pseudomediation

con-

facilitation should obviously be observed quite early in learning, but

such was not the case. As might be expected on the basis of the in

fluence of interference on Stage 3 learning, the separation of effects

did not occur until relatively late in A-C learning, in fact, not until

Since unlearning of first-list associations is virtually neverTrial 5.

greater than 50% (Postman & Underwood, 1973), it is highly likely that

in the early stages of A-C learning there remains sufficient first-list

response strength in the Mediation and Pseudomediation Control condi

tions to retard early performance sufficiently so that differences do

As learning progresses, interference

Control condition until a point of significant separation is reached.
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not show up until later trials.

should be reduced more rapidly in the Mediation and Pseudomediation

The results support the pseudomediation hypothesis of Earhard 

and Mandi er (1964), at least in so far as retardates' learning in the 

B-A, B-C, A-C paradigm is concerned. Predictions that A-C learning 

would be equivalent in the Mediation and Pseudomediation Control

mediating links in the Pseudomediation Control. Moreover, mediated

ditions and that both these groups of subjects would learn A-C more

rapidly than the Mediation Control condition were supported. The re

sults are attributable to pseudomediation since mediation theory cannot 

readily account for the facilitation that obtained in the absence of



explanatory possibilities do exist, however, including the procedural

differences mentioned earlier. It is possible that in the A-B,C-B,A-C

as well as the A-B,E-B,A-C paradigm, the B terms were not as well un

learned as the MFR data indicate since these terms were learned as

responses rather than stimuli. Thus, the B terms may have been rein

stated in the presence of A terms in Stage 3 as a result of increased

availability of B terms at the end of Stage 2 relative to control con-

Additionally, the backward associations developed in Stage 2ditions.

(B-C) may have reinstated interfering associations during the course

of Stage 3 learning in the A-B,C-B,A-C paradigm as the B terms were not

extinguished in Stage 2 with respect to their association with C terms.

previous stage.

In the B-A.B-C,Stage 3 than did those in the Mediation Condition.

A-C and B-A.B-E.A-C conditions the influence of these factors may be

Of course, the pseudomediation paradigm would not involve this addi

tional source of interference as no term was associated with C in a

tentative support to these speculations in that the subjects in the

Pseudomediation Control condition experienced less difficulty on

Although not statistically significant, the difference 

between the Mediation and Pseudomediation Control conditions lends
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Subjects performance on the A-B,C-B,A-C paradigm was predicted by 

neither mediation nor pseudomediation theory. Moreover, the paradigm 

differences observed in the present investigation are the direct 

opposite of those found in the Borkowski and Kamfonik (Borkowski & 

Wanschura, in press) study in which facilitation effects were found for

the A-B,C-B,A-C condition relative to the mediation control. Several
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responses and, thus, may not have been as well learned or available

as in the A-B,C-B,A-C and A-B,E-B,A-C conditions.

It will be recalled that the pseudomediation results of Mandler

and Earhard (1964) were bolstered by unlearning data. The results of

the present investigation lend similar strength in support for the

pseudomediation hypothesis for the B-A,B-C,A-C paradigm in that

response decrements of 55% and 35% were indicated for forward and back

ward associations, respectively, for retarded subjects. Moreover,

despite the negative results in the A-B,C-B,A-C paradigm relative to

controls, the RI data tend to support the possibility of pseudo

mediation at least logically, if not empirically. Respective forward
and backward response decrements of 35% and 73% were substantial and

favored a pseudomediation hypothesis.

Rectoactive Inhibition and Unlearning

In addition to the support expected for the pseudomediation hypo

thesis, were this hypothesis to be substantiated, unlearning data are

of interest for their own sake in view of previous data indicating an

No such deficit was observed in the resultsRI deficit in retardates.

Almost perfect recall was observed forof the present investigation.

both forward and backward associations immediately subsequent to List 1

After learning a new set of responses in a second list, how

ever
stimuli and responses which made up the set learned in the first list.

Unlearning was indeed substantial and in fact, it approached or 

exceeded the levels usually observed with adult subjects which rarely

1 earning.

, retardates (as well as normals) have difficulty in recalling the

minimal since the B terms were learned as stimuli rather than as
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Re

call in both directions was virtually perfect for all subjects in all

RI control conditions.

Direction of Unlearning. One of the major hypotheses tested in

interaction was observed with respect to the direction of unlearning

and intelligence group. In both paradigms tested, retarded subjects

showed significant response decrements in both the forward (55% and

35% for B-A,B-C and A-B.C-B, respectively) and backward directions

decrement of 46% was observed for the B-A,B-C paradigm, v/hile the back-

A-B,C-B paradigm, the unlearning results were just the opposite in

that backward unlearning of 47% was significant while the forward

recall decrement of 5% was not.

That

Thus, for retardates,A-B.C-B paradigm were in the forward direction.

is, in the B-A.B-C paradigm, greater associative strength was found 

for the backward association, whereas the stronger associations in the

exceeds 50% and is virtually never complete (Postman & Underwood, 1973). 

That the decrements do not result from simple forgetting as a result of 

temporal factors is indicated by comparison with the RI control.

the present study, namely, the bidirectionality of unlearning as a

subjects followed a different pattern, however. A forward recall

cantly poorer in both directions for retardates. The data for normal

Although retardate unlearning was significant in both directions, 

an additional analysis comparing forward and backward recall re

vealed results similar to those observed with normal subjects.

ward recall decrement was only 21% which was not significant. In the

general phenomenon, was not supported entirely. Instead, an apparent

(35% and 73% for B-A,B-A and A-B.C-B). Recall measures were signifi-
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as well as normal children, unlearning occurred in the direction of the

association providing the A-B.A-C interference relationship, although

for retardates, unlearning in the direction opposite the interfering

function of differences in the meaningfulness of the materials employed

in that they may be more meaningful for the retarded subjects than

normal as a result of greater chronological age and, thus, increased

experience with the materials. Thus, the interaction of meaningfulness

and direction of unlearning mentioned earlier may have been expressed

in the present results.

In conclusion, the present study replicated previously found

pseudomediation effects for the B-A,.B-C,A-C paradigm but not the A-B,

Moreover, the RI deficit hypothesis was not sup-C-B.A-C paradigm.

Unlearning was bidirectional but notported with these paradigms.

symmetrical for retardates and unidirectional for normal children.

association was greater than with normals. These results may be a
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